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NEW FORMAT

AVAILABLE FORMATS

Watch!
... and don’t forget to remember
Canada | 60 min | Prime Time / Game Show / Variety
Year of launch: 2019
Production Company: Paper Format
Broadcaster : Paper Format
Sales: Optioned in Australia, France, Germany
Material: Trailer
2 teams of 4 stand on a shiny floor to witness the greatest variety show.
They have to use their memory skill… because the more they remember,
the more money they win!

NEW FORMAT

Get Lost Honey
Denmark | 3 x 30’ | Social Experiment
Year of launch: 2018
Production Company: STV Production A/S
Broadcaster : TV 2 DENMARK
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
An increasing number of young adults live at home well into their 20s.
The easy life of “no laundry and free rent” is taking its toll on mom and
dad. In this series, 3 “live-at-homes” are lovingly forced to leave their
nest and move into an apartment together. Will the make it on their own,
or will they go back to mom and dad?

180 Days Denmark | 6 x 28’ | Social Experiment
Season 2 to air Fall 2019, 6 x 28’, “180 Days in the Ghetto”
Year of launch: 2018
Production Company: DR
Broadcaster: DR2, Season 2 will air on DR1
Sales: Optioned in Germany, Spain, The Netherlands, French Canada
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
This format challenges people to live alongside their opposite and
experience their life. 180 Days has the power to change who we are.
Will it build bridges or widen the gap? Season 1 sees a group of youth live
in a retirement home, alongside the elderly.
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My Next Empire
Denmark | 6 x 35’ | Factual / Competition / Reality
Year of launch: 2019
Production Company: Monday
Broadcaster : TV2
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
Billionaire and serial investor Lars Seier Christensen is looking for Denmark’s
best entrepreneurs. Going through a carefully planned investment program,
18 specially selected upstarts will be tested to their limits as they compete for
an investment of up to ten million kroner from one of the richest men in Denmark.

Judge for One Day Denmark | 8 x 30’ | Factual / Reenactment
Year of launch: 2016
Production Company: DR
Broadcaster : DR2
Sales: Ukraine (120 episodes), Belgium (6 episodes), optioned in
The Netherlands and Germany
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
When a crime is committed we all agree that the perpetrator should be
caught and judged. But, what should the sentence be? Eight ordinary people
are given the opportunity to be judges for a day. They watch the exact same
reconstruction of crimes, but vary wildly in their sentences. Will their decisions
match the real verdict? How would you serve justice?

NEW FORMAT

Big Love Denmark | 6 x 42’ | Factual / Reality
Year of launch: 2019
Production Company: STV Production A/S
Broadcaster : DR2, Season 2 will air on DR1
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
Being in a relationship makes you fat. Three couples who have all put on
a lot of weight since they fell for each other have agreed to be part of an
experiment. Will eight months be enough for them to ditch their bad habits
and their extra pounds and rekindle the spark? Can a faded relationship with
excess weight turn into a rejuvenated relationship?
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AVAILABLE FORMATS
1 day, 2 teams, 3 animals
Denmark | 3 seasons, 12 x 45’ | Wildlife / Competition / Green
Season 4 in production, 5 x 45’
Year of launch: 2017
Production Company: Made By Us
Broadcaster : TV2 Danemark
Sales : Optioned in the Netherlands and Belgium

Material: Trailer, Full Episode

Two teams of experts have been challenged to find three endangered
species in 24 hours before it is too late. They have one day, they are two
teams andmust find three endangered species. The successful team wins a
money prize for the environmental charity of their choice.

Grocery Swap Canada | 60 min | Prime Time / Lifestyle Competition
In development in Canada with Québecor Contenu
Production Company: Media Ranch
Co-distribution: A+E and Media Ranch
Material: Trailer
Two home-cooks – who’ve never met - must swap groceries and
kitchens to impress a celebrity judge with a meal! The challenge is to make
the best dish with ingredients they don’t know in the discomfort of someone
else’s kitchen. For the grand prize, cooks must guess each
other’s identities based on the items they buy and the lifestyle they lead.

Design Star Denmark | 6 x 45’ | Talent Show / Competition
Year of launch: 2019
Production Company: Monday
Broadcaster: DR1
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
5 furniture designers compete to be the next Design Star and have their
winning piece produced and sold in stores! The pressure is on to design,
choose materials, and producing the finished piece within a limited time.
Still airing with growing numbers on DR1 each week!
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Manipulator Denmark | 2 seasons, 13 x 28’ | Factual
Season 2 was a 6 x 28’ + Halloween special
Year of launch: 2018
Production Company: Monday
Broadcaster : DR1
Sales: Optioned in Spain, France, The Netherlands and French Canada
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
Using shocking experiments, scientific data, sociology experts and the latest
brain research, this series reveals how easily we are controlled and influenced.
In every episode, Master psychological manipulator, Jan Hellesøe performs
a mind-boggling experiment on participants and manipulates them with
terrifying ease.

Project Rembrandt
Netherlands | 1 season, 8 x 50’ | Competition
Season 2 commissioned
Year of launch: 2019
Production Company: Helder TV
Broadcaster: NPO1 (NTR)
Sales: Optioned in Norway, Belgium and Spain
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
The ultimate feel good talent show that celebrates beauty, creativity and
human spirit while searching for the best amateur painter in the tradition of
Rembrandt. A project that took the Netherlands by surprise as the new and
most refreshing smash hit on NPO1! The show was a hit with over 1 million
viewers each Sunday on NPO1 in the Netherlands.
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AVAILABLE FORMATS

Surprise sur prise
Canada | 10 seasons (original run) 350+ episodes |
Entertainment / Hidden Camera
Year of launch: 1986
Production Company: PRAM
Broadcaster: TQS, Radio-Canada, TVA , France 2, TF1, Canal+, TVN,
RTBF1, SDR, SWR
Sales: Relaunched at MIPTV 2019, optioned in France. More than
350 episodes of the format has been produced in 9 countries (Australia,
France, Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Greece, Poland)
Material: Trailer
This unique hidden camera series has made millions of TV viewers laugh at loud
at a string of practical jokes played on international celebrities. The format package
features complete production bibles of over 500 original and intricately-executed
practical jokes to be played on celebrities.

Line up
Canada | 13 x 30’ | Scripted Comedy Drama
Year of launch: 2018
Production Company: ComediHa!
Broadcaster: UNIS TV
Material: Full Episode
A new dramedy where we follow two multigenerational families waiting in
various sorts of lines… Just like us, they may feel alone in these forced and
confined moments, but can find new friends and shared experiences with
others in line. This simple backdrop brings strangers and their loved- ones
together and can also highlight how easy it is to get on each other’s nerves!

The Story of... Denmark | 10 x 60’ | Factual / Drama / Reenactment
Year of launch: 2016
Production Company: DR
Broadcaster: DR1
Sales: Optioned in The Netherlands and Belgium
Material: Trailer
Where do we come from? What is our shared, common past? And how did
we become who we are? Through ten episodes, “The Story of” brings viewers
on a fascinating journey through the past and into the present.
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Comedy on the Edge Denmark | 5 seasons, 6 x 28’ each | Factual
In Production: Season 6 in English Canada (13 x 22’),
Season 4 in Portugal (8 x 22’)
Year of launch: 2014
Production Company: DR
Broadcaster : DR1
Sales: Denmark (5 seasons, 30 x 28’), Portugal (3 seasons, 18 x 22’) ,
Spain (7 seasons, 66 x 60’), Norway and French Canada (3 seasons, 39 x 30’),
English Canada (6 seasons, 65 x 22’). Optioned in the UK, France, and the USA.
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
A presenter travels to a town on the edge of the country where he gives himself
48 hours to meet local people, observe and develop impressions from the area.
Then he concludes by performing a stand-up show for the local residents. Is he
able to “get” who they are and what makes them tick?

The Expert
Canada | 13 x 60’ | Factual
Year of launch: 2018
Production Company: Media Ranch
Broadcaster: Canal Vie
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
A powerful, raw and provocative never-before-seen factual series from
Quebec that looks at the hard truth of separation. A high-profile celebrity
divorce lawyer works with a renowned family psychologist to conciliate
between couples that are divorced, in the process of divorcing, or on the verge
of divorcing. They resolve issues including custody arrangements, pensions
and financial problems.
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Hypnotize my Heart Denmark | 6 x 28’ | Factual
Year of launch: 2018
Production Company: TIKI Media
Broadcaster: DR3
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
A mentalist & hypnotherapist attempt to spark up a young couple’s dating
life using remarkable techniques! On this journey of self-discovery, the couple
is exposed to their subconscious and must confront all that holds them back
from finding love. Under hypnosis, they get to experience a great date - but
what happens when the effects wear off? Will they be able to stand on their own
two feet?

Verdict on Demand
Netherlands | 8 seasons, 85 x 40’ | Factual/In Field Court TV
Ongoing production
Year of launch: 2016
Production Company: Vincent TV
Broadcaster : SBS6
Sales: Optioned in France
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
A real judge and a well-known host come to the rescue of ordinary men and
women all over the country. Together they solve escalating and long running conflicts people can no longer resolve by themselves. Whether you’re a
neighbor, a government employee or a salesman: our Verdict On Demand judge
serves justice to all! The fights are real; the verdict is binding.
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AVAILABLE FORMATS

Blind Dating
Canada | Original run 7 seasons, relaunch 7 seasons, 1911x 30’ |
Studio Based Dating Game
Year of launch: Initial launch 1988, Relaunch 2016
Production Company: Media Ranch
Broadcaster : TQS, V Télé
Sales: Canada, optioned in Danemark, France, Australie, Spain
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
Swipe right on the person of your dreams in this studio-based dating game
show! “Blind Dating” creates perfect matches between three single men
and three single women. In each episode, without seeing each other, the
participants must find their love match by simply answering questions while
digging for clues - and some dirt - on social media. Watch these singles try to
impress, get picked and go home with a mate. A hit show in French Canada for
many years!

True Sex Confessions
Canada | 13 x 30’ | Factual / Reenactment
Year of launch: 2015
Production Company: Media Ranch
Broadcaster : Moi & Compagnie
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
The format features everyday people confessing their most exciting,
passionate, funny or romantic real life sexual encounters. Each episode will
feature three intimate stories retold through compelling personal testimony of
the participants and dramatic reconstruction tastefully illustrated by actors.
The episodic themes explore a wide range of topics celebrating sexuality.
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In the Car
Switzerland | 10 x 30’ | Branded / Reality / Competition
Year of launch: 2018
Production Company: Pandora Formats/Teleticino
Broadcaster: Teleticino
Sales: Optioned in Italy
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
A new reality show in which five people are challenged to live, eat and sleep
in a car for ten full days - 24 hours per day, all together! The prize for the
winner will be the car itself. With every day a new challenge is thrown at the
contestants. It’s intense, claustrophobic, lively, and unpredictable… the car
may be small, but anything can happen in it. This series combines maximum
entertainment value with low production costs.

Masterpiece
Netherlands | 3 seasons, 21 x 40’ | Factual
Year of launch: 2016
Production Company: POS VIDEO
Broadcaster: NPO2 (AVROTROS)
Material: Trailer, Full Episode
A team of experts take up the ultimate challenge to reconstruct 8 of the
most diverse Dutch ‘masterpiece’ paintings. After 5 weeks of work, the
original painting and the reconstruction will be hung next to each other in
the museum for comparison. The question is - has the team succeeded in
unravelling the master’s secret?
The format already has a lot of interesting spin-offs such as a beautiful coffee
table book, theatre shows and all Masterpieces are now exhibited in a museum
which is breaking visitor’s records each day with this collection!
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COME MEET US
AT QUÉBEC CRÉATIF P0.A1

Sophie Ferron
President & Executive Producer
sophie.ferron@mediaranch.tv

Tanja Van Der Goes
Senior Vice President
tanja.vandergoes@mediaranch.tv

Louise Juel Severin
VP Sales & Acquisitions
Scandanavia
louise.juelseverin@mediaranch.tv
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